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1. Introduction
The increased prevalence of obesity worldwide has grown the body contouring market, as
patients demand more solutions. One of the most popular body contouring methods is
liposuction. Pioneered in Europe in the early 1980’s as a simple fat aspirating technique,
liposuction has quickly expanded its breadth to incorporate a variety of energy sources and
modus operandi.
Many types of energies have been combined with standard liposuction techniques in an
attempt to improve and optimize treatment outcomes. The current chapter is dedicated to
the authors’ experience with the most recent addition to the liposuction family, RadioFrequency Assisted Liposuction (RFAL). RFAL delivers RF energy for a thermal effect to the
adipose tissue, skin and sub-dermal matrix in a minimally invasive manner.
Enhancing the standard lipoplasty experience with a safe and consistent thermal influence
provides the following key benefits:

Blood vessel coagulation to reduce patient downtime through less bleeding and
bruising.

Tissue tightening to expand the range of patients to now include individuals who are
obese and/or have compromised skin conditions (lax skin).

Increased patient comfort and safety will increase consumer acceptance.

Reduced procedure time and ease of treatment will increase physician acceptance.
1.1 Earlier techniques
In previous years the liposuction procedure has stimulated the development of energy
assisted lipoplasty methods, such as power-assisted lipoplasty (PAL), ultrasound–assisted
lipoplasty (UAL), and laser-assisted lipoplasty (LAL).
PAL uses a reciprocating cannula that mechanically destroys the subcutaneous tissue
through small rapid vibrations. This innovation was developed to accelerate the liposuction
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process, minimize the surgeon’s physical exertion and reduce patient downtime post
surgery. A 15 patient study comparing PAL to standard liposuction demonstrated that PAL
allowed for a faster suction removal without compromising aesthetic contour [1].
UAL has gained popularity over the past two decades especially in the niche market of male
patients and as a secondary liposuction procedure. Through the cavitation of the tissue by
ultrasonic energy, physicians can better treat more fibrotic tissue and perform more selective
fat aspiration. However, UAL did lengthen procedure treatment time as port protectors
needed to be incorporated and removed during each treatment. Port protectors increased
incision size and often had to be stitched close. In addition, UAL was a two stage procedure,
treatment then aspiration, which further lengthened surgeon OR time. Lastly, while
treatment outcomes were satisfactory, the subsequent tightening effects of the treated area
were similar to that of standard liposuction.
Laser-assisted liposuction provides a thermal experience to the skin to significantly impact
dermal contraction. Dr. Barry DiBernardo’s randomized blind split abdomen study,
“Evaluation of shrinkage and skin tightening in laser lipolysis vs liposuction”, determined
that placing a laser under the skin and reaching a temperature of 42˚C can result in a 17%
tightening and area contraction of the skin [2].

2. Technology and procedure description
RFAL is the newest entry to the liposuction family and can be found in the BodyTite device
(Invasix Ltd., Israel). RFAL deploys RF energy through a hand piece [Figure 1] to deliver a
thermal effect to the adipose tissue, skin and sub-dermal matrix.

Fig. 1. Schematic presentation of the bi-polar RF hand piece.
RFAL technology uses external and internal electrode, connected by a handpiece, to create a
thermal profile. During treatment the internal cannula is introduced into the adipose tissue
and can be adjusted for the desired depth of treatment. This adjustment can control the
distance between electrodes in the range of 5mm to 50mm that allows for targeted treatment
depth and uniform treatment by layers. Contact is maintained between the external
electrode and the skin by a spring-loaded pivot.
When powered, the insulated internal electrode emits RF current through a small
conductive tip. The external electrode has a larger contact area and is applied to the skin
surface creating a lower power density in the skin than in the adipose tissue [Figure 2]. Up
to 75W of RF power can be applied between the two electrodes depending on thickness and
curvature of treated area. For large and medium volume treatment, the melted fat can be
aspirated; for the treatment of small areas, such as the neck and face, the fat may be
dissolved naturally through phagocytosis.
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The BodyTite system provides real-time monitoring of the skin temperature and a power
cut-off mechanism [Figure 3]. Typical cut-off temperature is in the range of 38–42˚C. When
the desired temperature is reached during treatment, the system automatically turns the RF
energy off to avoid overheating and ensure the maintenance of uniform temperature over
the treated area. If the temperature in the zone starts to drop, or when the hand piece moves
to a new zone with a lower temperature, the RF energy becomes active again. The cut-off
temperature should be modified depending on the treatment area and the amount of
thermal energy required for various zone and skin thicknesses. In addition, it can be
adjusted to tailor to more aggressive or conservative approaches.

Fig. 2. RFAL hand piece inserted into the body with directional energy applied to adipose
fat and septae.

Fig. 3. RFAL uniform thermal distribution without hot spots or under-treated areas resulting
from the use of a cut-off temperature control mechanism.
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In addition to emitting energy, the internal electrode also serves as a cannula to provide
simultaneous aspiration of the coagulated tissue. Often this coagulated tissue has less
hematocrit compared to standard or power assisted liposuction, providing for less bruising
post-surgery. [3] Simultaneous aspiration immediately removes treated fat from the
treatment site and allows the physician to perform desired contouring, thereby reducing
procedure time and associated operating costs.
To appeal to the varied areas of treatment and physician preferences, a number of RFAL
hand pieces are available with multiple lengths, diameters, tip configurations, and
aspiration ports allowing RFAL to be adapted to different areas and procedures.
Depending on the volume of the body, the procedure can be conducted under general
anesthesia, IV sedation or local anesthesia only.
RFAL mainly comprises of the following steps:

Patient marking of thermal zones (10 x 15cm) and planning of incision ports.

Applying tumescent anesthesia 30-60 minutes prior the treatment. Common methods
include standard Klein or Hunstad techniques.

Applying sterile conductive gel to the skin surface to reduce friction and improve
electrical contact between external electrode and skin.

Insertion of the RFAL cannula into the tissue, after adjusting the desired treatment
depth into the tissue. Treatment should start in deeper planes moving up to more
superficial planes while staying in the same thermal zone. The cannula movement
should be slow, with 2-3 seconds for a back and forth cycle.

Performing RFAL treatment with simultaneous aspiration.

Treatment of each thermal zone should end when one of the following end points are
reached:

6-12kJ is deposited in the treatment zone. Higher kJ can be deposited in thicker
fatty layers, such as the lower abdomen, and less kJ for thinner areas such as the
epigastrium or neck

The cut-off temperature is reached and maintained for a few minutes

Skin erythema

Final contouring of the area should be done without RF, with a focus on contouring and
uniformity.

Applying drains and suturing ports, if necessary.

Applying compressing foams and garments; considered critical for proper healing and
symmetrical tightening.
2.1 Blood vessels coagulation
The coagulation of blood vessels is a process naturally associated with a thermal treatment.
The coagulation of vessels may have a positive effect in reducing the bruising and blood
loss, however, it may present a safety concern as the termination of blood supply to the
dermis can potentially cause skin necrosis.
The macro observation of the RFAL procedure allows the authors to conclude that
hematocrit in the aspirating fat is lower during RFAL procedure compared to suction
assisted lipoplasty (SAL). Observation of RFAL after an abdominoplasty shows no bleeding
in the adipose fatty tissue from a 5mm to 30mm depth while flowing blood vessels are
observed in sub-dermal area, illustrated in Figure 4.
The histological studies and observation of tissue sections in abdominoplasty patients
pretreated with RFAL concludes that small vessels such as capillaries, venules and
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artherioles are coagulated during the treatment [Figure 5], while the majority of larger blood
vessels are not damaged and continue to supply blood to the dermis. Observations show
less bleeding in the adipose fatty tissue in a 5 to 30mm depth, whereas bleeding is observed
from blood vessels in the subdermal area. Bleeding of the dermis can be observed after the
treatment and no skin necrosis is observed at the 6 months follow-up. [4]

Fig. 4. Cross section of RFAL treated adipose tissue.

Fig. 5. Small coagulated blood vessel of the subcutaneous layer after RFAL .
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2.2 Tissue tightening
Skin appearance and tightening is a common concern during one’s consideration for a
liposuction procedure. Patients classified as obese, or with excessive skin, or compromised
skin quality are typically excluded as liposuction candidates as fat removal can often leave
behind excess lax skin causing their skin and body contour to appear worse. Skin laxity post
liposuction can create patient dissatisfaction with the only solution being excisional surgery.
Therefore, a liposuction method that can consistently contract the skin can address these
patients who were previously excluded from treatment.
RF thermal induced contraction of collagen is well documented in medicine and is used in
ophthalmology, orthopedic applications and treatment of varicose veins. Each type of
collagen has an optimal contraction temperature that does not cause thermal destruction of
fibroblasts, but induces a restructuring effect in collagen fibers. The reported range of
temperatures causing collagen shrinkage varies from 60oC to 80oC [5-9]. At this temperature
tissue contraction occurs immediately after tissue reaches the threshold temperature. The
shrinkage of tissue is dramatic and can reach tens of percents of the heated tissue volume.
This type of contraction is well studied in cornea [5], joints [6], cartilage [7, 8] and vascular
tissue [9], but its application for the skin, sub-dermal and subcutaneous tissue tightening has
not been as explored.
Non-invasive RF and lasers have been used for skin tightening effects since the mid 1990’s
[10-15]. Due to superficial thermal safety concerns, the skin surface temperature is
maintained below 45°C and in order to increase the temperature in the deep dermis the skin
is heated with RF or laser energy penetrating into the tissues deeper than 1.5mm, with
simultaneous skin surface cooling. This sophisticated method of trans-epidermal, noninvasive RF thermal delivery provides a variable and controversial tightening effect, which
is not usually apparent, if at all, until dermal remodeling occurs, a few months after the
treatment.
Recently, thermal induced tissue tightening was expanded to minimally invasive treatments
[11-15]. Using laser assisted liposuction or radio-frequency assisted liposuction, physicians
have attempted to achieve reduction of subcutaneous tissue with simultaneous tissue
contraction. DiBernardo reported 17% skin surface shrinkage measured at three months
follow-up after LAL treatment [2]. RFAL technology provides a higher power and more
efficient energy transfer than laser energy systems and thus, allows the treatment of larger
volumes of the subcutaneous tissue with optimal thermal profiles, facilitating the significant
tightening of the tissue. Recently introduced radio-frequency assisted liposuction and soft
tissue contraction technology has shown tremendous promise for thermal contouring [3, 4,
16-19].
When considering skin contraction, it is important to differentiate two-dimensional
horizontal x-y tightening of the skin surface from three-dimensional x-y-z tissue tightening
of the subcutaneous tissue, where the skin is also more firmly connected and adjacent to the
deeper anatomical structures. If two-dimensional contraction is a function of collagen
structure changes in dermis, the three-dimensional tissue tightening changes involve
contraction of different types of collageneous tissue. We can separate the following types of
collagen tissue in the subcutaneous space:

Dermis – papillary and reticular.

Fascia – relatively thick layer of connective tissue located between muscles and skin.

Septal connective tissue – thin layers of connective tissue separating lobules of the fat
and connecting dermis with fascia.
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Reticular fibers – framework of single collagen fibers encasing fat cells.

2.3 Ex-vivo tightening measurements
An ex-vivo study [16] was conducted to measure subcutaneous collageneous tissue
contraction with simultaneous monitoring of local tissue temperature, to determine the
threshold temperature of the collagen shrinkage on different types of ex-vivo collageneus
tissue samples.
Two types of collageneus tissue were studied for thermal induced contraction:

Fascia

Adipose tissue with septal and reticular connective tissue
The excised post abdominoplasty tissue samples were placed between the two BodyTite RF
electrodes, where the small area, internal RF active electrodes (cannula) were placed in
contact with the studied tissue and the other large area electrode was applied to the
opposite side, or epidermal side, of the sample [Figure 6]. Two marks were placed at a
distance of 1 cm from the active internal electrode to visualize tissue displacement.

Fig. 6. Ex-vivo experiment set-up.
The delivered power was 75W, at 1MHz frequency; energy was delivered until evaporation
of water from the adipocytes was observed.
Video and thermal cameras were used to monitor temperature change and tissue
displacement during the treatment. The start of tissue displacement was correlated with
tissue temperature to determine the contraction thermal threshold.
The adipose tissue with septal and reticular collagen behavior is shown in Figure 7.
The experiments showed that the marker movement (contraction) started within two
seconds after the start of RF energy delivery. Adipose fibrous septal tissue coagulation and
vaporization started to be observed at 13 seconds after initiating RF energy. Tissue
contraction was not symmetrical as the displacement from one side was 8mm, and the other
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side presented an average displacement of 3mm. Non-symmetrical behavior can be
explained by the non-uniform structure of the connective tissue and the non-symmetrical
geometry of the studied tissue sample. The average marker migration and tissue contraction
for the three experiments with adipose tissue was 6.5mm.

Fig. 7. Adipose-septal tissue behavior during RF energy delivery with time lapse.
Figure 8 shows thermal images of the same sample taken before the treatment, at the
beginning of tissue displacement and at the end of the treatment showing the rise in thermal
profile with time and onset of contraction.

Fig. 8. Thermal images of adipose-septal tissue thermal behavior during RF energy delivery
with time lapse.
For fascial tissue, contraction started when the maximal adipose tissue temperature near the
active internal electrode reached 69.4OC and its response is illustrated in Figure 9.
The displacement of the markers and tissue contraction in fascia were significantly less than
in adipose tissue. Average movement was 2.75 mm, or approximately 2.5 times less than the
mark migration and tissue contraction observed in adipose tissue.
The marker migration and medial contraction started after 3.5 sec and maximal temperature
near the active electrode at this moment was 61.5°C.
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Fig. 9. Fascia contraction behavior during RF energy delivery with time lapse.
Table 1 summarizes the results on subcutaneous tissue contraction.

Average Displacement, mm
Threshold Temperature, oC

Fascia
2.75
61.5

Septa/Adipose Tissue
6.5
69.4

Table 1. Average displacement and contraction threshold temperature.
Results show the strongest contraction response in adipose tissue containing septal
connective tissue and reticular collagen fibers encasing fat cells. Fascia and septa can be
heated to these high, optimal contraction temperatures, but it can be done only in an
minimally invasive transcutaneous manner that deposits the thermal RF energy directly into
the adipose tissue and sub-dermal space, thus avoiding heating the epidermal surfaces.
The contraction temperatures of collagen in the ex-vivo study were in the same range
reported for other collageneous tissues. Tissue contraction was observed in the area with
diameter of 2cm, which corresponds to a spherical contraction volume of 4.2cm3. Knowing
the tissue volume and deposited energy before the start of contraction, one can estimate the
energy density required for each cubic centimeter of treated tissue to reach tissue
contraction effects. It can be calculated that for 1L of adipose tissue, up to 48.3kJ is required
to start to see immediate and significant collagen contraction. These tissue energy
calculations for initiation of adipose contraction are consistent with empirical data obtained
with LAL treatment where energy from 50kJ up to 100kJ per liter is recommended for the
treatment of the abdominal area.
The ex-vivo experiments produced different degrees of contraction for septal and dermal
tissues that emphasizes the balance between these processes for optimal aesthetic results.
Lower two-dimensional contraction of the skin and significant three-dimensional
contraction of sub-dermal adipose connective tissue may cause wrinkling of the skin surface
for high volume liposuction patients.
In-vivo clinical monitoring of temperature, both in the adipose tissue and the epidermal
surface, should allow the physician to more accurately predict the thermal treatment times
and reduce the risk of thermal injuries.
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2.4 In-vivo evaluation with radio-frequency assisted liposuction
An in-vivo study [16] enrolled 24 patients, 22 female and 2 male patients, who underwent
RFAL to the abdomen and hips. The average age was 39.7 years old (range 19-52 years) with
an average pre-operative weight of 71kg. The selected patients were typical candidates for a
liposuction procedure. All patients were active with no significant medical diseases. 15 of 24
patients had a normal body mass index (BMI) (<25), while 9 of 24 patients were moderately
overweight (BMI 25-30) and 3 patients were obese (BMI >30 but < 32).
The RF power, in the range of 40 to 75W was used for uniform heating throughout a thick
subcutaneous flap. The average total energy, 72kJ, was delivered to the abdominal area. The
temperature around the tip of cannula reached 70-80˚C. The skin temperature was
monitored and energy cut-off levels were in the range of 38-42˚C, which was maintained for
1-3 minutes. The strong and sustained tissue heating during the procedure resulted in a
thermal stimulation of the sub-dermal layer, the entire matrix of adipose tissue and the
vertical and oblique fibrous septa, eliciting a powerful three-dimensional retraction and
contraction of the entire soft tissue envelope.
All patients had their treatment area infiltrated with tumescent anesthesia prior to RFAL.
Tumescent anesthesia is critical in the technique as the RF current travels through tissue
most efficiently in a salinated environment.
The objective of this in-vivo study was to correlate treated soft tissue contraction results
with procedure and patient variables including amount of deposed RF energy, body mass
index, and amount of aspirated fat.
A zone measuring approximately 15 X 10cm (150cm2) can be heated to a critical target
temperature within 3-8 minutes, depending on the thickness of the treated fat layer and then
safely maintaining uniform volumetric heating to reach uniform temperature distribution
over the entire treated volume.
All patients from the study were followed at 6 weeks, 3 months and 6 months. In order to
measure linear two-dimensional contraction, the distance between two fixed points was
measured preoperatively and then at the 6 months postoperative visits. Distances between
incision ports and natural “fixed” anatomical registration points, such as moles or the
umbilicus were measured before the treatment, after the treatment and at 3 and 6 months
follow-up visits. The linear contraction was measured as the relative change of distance
between two points over the curved surface of the body. Distances were measured using a
flexible ruler applied over the skin surface [Figure 10]. For the abdominal area, at least 3
measurements were taken between 3 different points and an average linear contraction was
calculated.
All RFAL patients demonstrated some level of contraction. From 8% to 15% linear
tightening was observed at the end of the surgery on the operating table, which further
increased dramatically during first week when most of the swelling was reduced. The linear
and area contraction process continued over the subsequent weeks and maximum
contraction was noted at the last follow-up visit 24 weeks after the treatment.
Linear contraction observed at 6 months follow-up were much more significant than
reported with any other technology, and varied from 12.7% up to 47% depending on the
patient and treatment variables. It is important to note that soft tissue area contraction can
be estimated as the square of the linear contraction and represents much higher numbers.
The measured linear contraction was then correlated using three parameters:

Aspirated volume that was varied in the range of 0.5L to 3.4L with average volume of
2.0L.
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Fig. 10. Before and After RFAL and intra-operative two point linear contraction registration
points from pubic RFAL incision point to the lower point of the umbilicus.
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BMI of the patients that varied from 20.8 to 31.7 with an average index of 25.7.
Deposited RF energy that was varied from 60kJ to 96kJ per abdominal area with an
average number of 72kJ.
For statistical analysis of the correlation between the measured variables and linear
contraction, the coefficients were calculated. The closer the coefficient to the 1, the higher the
linear correlation is between the measured variable and tissue contraction.
Analysis shows no or very weak correlation between aspirated volume and linear skin
contraction. The Pearson coefficient is about 0.22. Figure 11 shows the correlation between
these values, with a random distribution.
The Pearson coefficient for correlation between contraction and patient BMI is much higher
and equals 0.64. It is easy to naturally come to the conclusion that a patient with a larger
volume of adipose tissue would have more tissue available to undergo contraction thus
providing a much stronger connection between these parameters [Figure 12].
The highest correlation (0.86) was obtained between deposed RF energy and skin
contraction. Figure 13 shows the measured results that almost has a linear function between
these two parameters. The more energy deposited, the more linear contraction that was
observed.

Fig. 11. Correlation between aspirated volume and linear contraction.
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Fig. 12. Correlation between BMI and linear contraction.

Fig. 13. Correlation between total energy and linear contraction.
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In spite of improved contraction obtained at higher energies, the amount of energy during
the treatment should be measured and controlled to avoid negative side effects such as
seromas and skin burns while still achieving optimal linear and area contraction.
Features of an ideal liposuction procedure would include reduced ecchymosis, pain, and
edema from pre-aspiration coagulation of adipose and vascular tissue, followed by less
forceful and traumatic extraction forces, as well as a significant soft tissue contraction when
host tissue elasticity is compromised. Thermal based lipoplasty appears to hold this
potential.
In the present study based on volumetric heating we reached an average local linear
contraction of 31%. This is statistically significantly higher than that reported with other
energy emitting liposuction technologies. Overall area contraction was much higher than
the linear contraction. These in-vivo results confirm the proposed mechanism of RF based
tissue tightening and recruitment of the vertical and oblique fibrous adipose matrix.
About 30% of patients noted minor weight loss, however, it is premature to correlate it with
treatment procedure. Further studies are recommended to explore this relationship.
The study reported one seroma, which was treated with closed serial aspiration. Seroma is
not a rare side effect for energy-assisted liposuction, especially for high volume treatment
and may necessitate a lower threshold for closed drainage systems in selected patients.
The RFAL is a versatile procedure and provides advantages for a myriad of treatment
concerns. Similar to UAL, RFAL has the ability to work through more fibrotic tissue
common in the male chest [Figure 14] or characteristic of secondary liposuction cases. In
addition, its ability to offer the highest contraction rate of all energy treatments allows RFAL
to be considered for large volume patients [Figure 15] or patients with compromised skin
laxity. The varied number of hand piece configurations also permits RFAL to be used for fat
aspiration in combination with tightening, such as the body and breasts [Figure 16], or pure
skin tightening procedures, where fat removal is a secondary concern, as desired in areas as
arms, neck and face treatments [Figure 17].

Fig. 14. Before and 3 months post treatment of a male patient with 13.6% reduction in waist
circumference.
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Fig. 15. Before and 6 months post treatment of a large volume female patient.

Fig. 16. Before and 4 months post treatment with 2500 cc removed to provide a breast lift.
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Fig. 17. Before and 3 months post treatment of the neck and face providing tightening and
contour.
2.5 Histologic and MRI studies
Pre and post-operative photography, weight and circumferential reduction data were
obtained on all patients.
The skin histologies taken from biopsies immediately following the RFAL treatment show a
canal created by the cannula, which thermally destructed adipocytes around the canal
[Figure 18].

Fig. 18. After RFAL, channels in the fat tissue are observed and surrounded by disrupted fat
cells.
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Skin biopsies taken from an RFAL study patient at 12 months, show normal dermal
architecture, with healthy collagen and elastin fibers in the deep reticular dermis with no
evidence of scar tissue or abnormal collagen fibers [Figures 19, 20].
A magnetic resonance imaging study of five patients before and three months after RFAL
[18] showed a reduction in the thickness of adipose tissue in treated area and an increase of
collageneus tissue in subcutaneous fat [Figure 21]. Signals of remaining edema could be
observed 90 days after treatment, signaling the continued persistence of the reparatory
process.

Fig. 19. Normal skin histology 12 months following optimal RFAL thermal endpoint.

3. Patient comfort and safety
Data and feedback compiled from a few hundred RFAL patients illustrate that the treatment
is safe for small and large areas [3, 4, 16-19]. Most patients were able to return to a regular
routine a few days following the treatment. In addition, for single or small zone procedures,
the treatment can be performed under local anesthesia thereby reducing the risks related to
general anesthesia. Most patients were drawn to RFAL as there was a reduction of
downtime caused by bruising or pain.
The main safety precautions are:

Limit deposited RF energy per zone of 150cm2 by 6-8kJ for thin skin less than 2.5cm
thickness and by 12kJ per thick fat layer.

Observe skin reaction during treatment, the appearance of erythema indicates a strong
effect for tumescent infiltrated tissue and should be considered an end point.
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In many cases skin temperature up to 36-38oC is enough to get good results, especially
for thick skin layers.
Avoid the return of the cannula to the same point. This can cause focal over-heating and
can be prevented by moving the hand piece in a zig-zag pattern.
Move the cannula slowly to control its position and maintain its thermal effect.

Fig. 20. The same RFAL patient as in Figure 12 with 43% contraction and normal elastic fiber
content.

Fig. 21. Magnetic resonance imaging of the abdomen before (left) and 3 months after (right)
RFAL, showing significant reduction of the abdominal fat thickness and mild edema. Note
the indentation of the mid-abdominal line at 3-month follow-up, which was absent prior to
the procedure.
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4. Acceptance by physicians
Acceptance by physicians can be quite high as there are only a few changes to the standard
liposuction technique, these include reducing the speed of cannula movement and ensuring
the cannula does not return to the same return point.
A comparison of RFAL aspiration speed with a standard Mercedes liposuction cannula,
each with the same diameter, conducted on a split body treatment demonstrated a 17%
higher aspiration speed with RFAL compared to a regular cannula. Measurements of
aspirated tissue volume after 20 minutes of treatment showed 490ml fat extracted with
RFAL, compared with 420ml with the regular cannula. The increased speed of RFAL over
standard liposuction is likely the result of the lower viscosity and increased flow following
Poiseuille’s law [3]. However, in a true treatment setting physicians using RFAL may see an
increase in the treatment time by about 10-20% depending on number of treatment areas.
Overall, the majority of energy based liposuction techniques require an increase in treatment
time and thermal assisted procedures require more attention from physician to control in
parallel thermal and contouring processes.
The skin tightening benefits demonstrated through the treatment results, is an advantage
that standard liposuction and other thermal treatments are unable to reproduce. Often these
results can only be provided with more extensive excisional surgeries. The ability of RFAL
to provide the patient an alternative to abdominoplasty or brachioplasty provides the
surgeon a highly sought after competitive advantage.

5. Conclusion
The main advantage of RFAL is consistent and substantial 3-dimensional tissue contraction
resulting from the heating of subcutaneous tissue without significant increase in the length
of the procedure. The tightening of the tissue with RFAL broadens the physicians ability to
treat a more diverse population who may require stronger contraction in addition to fat
reduction. It is the experience of the authors that RFAL provides a safe procedure with
obvious tightening benefits for the aesthetic medical market.
There is potential of the RFAL technology in following specific cases where skin contraction
is critical:

Treatment of overweight patients

Treatment of patients after weight loss

Treatment of areas with saggy skin and low fat content such as the upper arms, neck
and face

High potential in the treatment of cellulite
While RFAL technology does not solve all the above mentioned problems, it greatly
expands the horizon of liposuction technology to a broader patient demographic.
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